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Thermal decomposition of H30- produced in reaction of OH- with H2CO
A.A.. Viggiano, Thomas M. Miller,& Amy E. Stevens Millerb) Robert A. Morris, and John
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Phillips Laboratory, Geophysics Directorate, Ionospheric Effects Division (GPID), Hanscom Air Force
Base. Massachusetts 01731-3010
Eileen R. Brown and Emmett A. Sutton
Concord Sciences Corp., Concord, Massachusetts 01742

(Received 12 July 1993; accepted 15 September 1993)

The ion-molecule reaction OH - + H2CO - H30- + CO has been studied at 300 K with isotopic
labeling of reactants. The H30- product is only observed in small abundance because the ion
dissociates into OH- +H 2 upon multiple collisions in a helium buffer gas. Without isotopic
labeling, the pseudo-first-order kinetics plots for the reactions of OH- with H2CO and OD-
+ D2CO were found to be curved as a result of the regeneration of OH- or OD- reactant. A
scavenger technique was used to remove the H30- (or D30-) produced prior to dissociation,
to reveal the true first-order attenuation of OH- (or OD- ) in reaction with H2CO (or D2CO).
The rate constant for the OH-+H 2CO reaction is 7.6X 10-10 cm 3 s -, and for OD-+D 2CO
is 5.7X 10-10 cm 3 s- 1 . For the isotopically mixed cases OH-+D 2CO and OD-+H 2CO, the
rate constants are equal to 1.3x 10-9 cm 3 s-1 , about twice as large as those for the reactions
involving only a single hydrogen isotope, indicating that isotopic exchange is an important
process. The rate constants for the thermal dissociation of H30- and D30- in helium were
found to be 1.6X 10-12 and 1.1 X 10-1 2 cm 3 s- 1, respectively, within a factor of 2. The results
are discussed in terms of other thermal dissociation reactions of ions.

INTRODUCTION 13-15 kcal mol-' range, i.e., decomposition occurred at
thermal energies far below the bond energy. We now find

Many studies of unimoleculari and collision-induced that the ion H30-, with a dissociation energy"'1 2 of 5
dissociations of ions have been carried out owing to their kcal moa-' for breakup into OH- and H2, also undergoes
importance in mass spectrometry. In contrast, only a small thermal decomposition in a 300 K helium buffer, and we
number of experiments on the thermal decomposition of are able to estimate the rate constant for this process.
ions has been reported.2 9 Most of the vast amount of in- A decade ago, in an ion-cyclotron resonance (ICR)
formation on thermal reactions of ions involves bimolecu- study, Kleingeld and Nibbering' 3 reported that the reac-
lar and termolecular reactions.t0 There is little direct in- tion of OH- with formaldehyde produces H30-,
formation on thermal unimolecular processes involving OH- +H 2CO--H30- +CO (1)
ions. Indirect information can be obtained through termo-
lecular association and the equilibrium constant, i.e., The reaction is exothermic by about 0.2 eV. Their results
K=kf/k,. involving isotopic substitution indicated that the reaction

The reason for the dearth of information on thermal proceeded by proton transfer followed by hydride transfer
decomposition of ions is simple-no universal and straight- within the collision complex. Following Kleingeld and
forward technique has been devised to study thermal de- Nibbering's work, we used a selected ion flow tube (SIFT)
composition. As a consequence, decomposition remains a apparatus to examine reaction (1). The OH- decay plot
problem that is easily overlooked in the interpretation of was distinctly nonexponential. We did not observe H 30-,
thermal experiments. For example, in the reaction of but rather observed the production of H3CO- and "

OH- (H 20) with CH3CN, we have found that one of the H3CO2-, which are the secondary ions noted by Kleingeld
primary product ions CH2CN- (H20) as well as the sec- and Nibbering
ondary ion CH2CN-(CH3CN) undergo thermal decom- + -- H3CO-+H 20 ( -4
position.2 This secondary process made the determination H3-+H H CO-+ H20 (2)

of the primary branching fraction difficult; in fact, if the 3C2 +
thermal decomposition were somewhat faster, it would [The ions H3CO- and H3CO- may have the structures
have totally obscured the existence of the cluster product. H - (H 2CO) and OH - (H2CO).] At first, the lack of H30-
Thermal decomposition occurred even though the bond signal seemed puzzling, but we later realized that reaction
strengths of these cluster ions are estimated to be in the (2) competes with ;l.l: thermal decomposition of H30, &

H30- +He-,OH- +H2+He (3)
OUnder contract to Orion International Technologies, Albuquerque,

NM. Also, Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Okla- thereby reforming OH-. Reaction ( I ) (or isotopic vari-
hom&L

b)Um ant) has also been studied in flow tube experiments by
S. Air Force Geophysics Scholar, 1990-1992. Present address: Doe a. k 16

pertinent of Chemistry, 6-234 B, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Bohme et and Grabowski et at, and in both works,
Cambridge, MA 02139. the H 30- product (or isotopic variant) was unobservable.
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Process (3) is not significant in the low pressure ICR e- 10 -
periments. In the present work, sufficiently high primary# ON 7 ]". 5,

ion intensities were used that the H 30- signal could be T L, ON WO CO
observed (at a maximum level typically 1% of the initial 'X
OH- intensity). We report here rate constants for reac-
tions (1)-(3) as well as those for the combinations of
perdeuterated species. This is Dart of a larger study involv- I X
ing the chemical reactivity of H 3")- with various neutrals, _"\\ \m

the results of which will be reported elsewhere.12 IC

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD AND DATA ANALYSIS

The measurements were made using the Phillips Lab-
1 2 3 4

oratory SIFT apparatus. The apparatus has been described ,,conenat o1o-crw
in detail,"7 '" and only those aspects that are relevant to the
present study are discussed here. OH- and OD- were
made in a high pressure ion source from a mixture of N20 FIG. I. The decay of the 0H- count rate as a function of H2CO con-
and NH 3 or ND3. Electron attachment to N20 produces centration, with and without CO scavenging of the H30- product. The

decay at 0.42 Torr He (no scavenger) (solid circles); the decay at 0.65
0-, which then abstracts a H atom from NH3 to form Tort He (no scavenger) (solid squares); the decay with CO scavenger
OH-. (open squares). The solid lines are fits to the data using Eq. (6). The

OH- or OD- was injected into a fast flow of He and reaction time was 2.4 ms.

allowed to react with H 2CO 50 cm from an ion sampling
orifice. The He pressure in the flow tube was 0.4 Tort and therefore able to measure the rate constant for reaction ( )
the temperature was 300 K. H2CO or D2CO was made by directly. T"re CO was added upstream of the reaction re-
heating pam-formaldehyde or perdeuterated payd- gion and does not react with OH-. Normally, 100 std.
formaldehyde to 100 C. The flow rate of formaldyhyde cm 3 min-' of CO scavenger was added to 9000 std.
vapor was measured by an MKS Instruments, Inc., flow cm3 min- I of He buffer, adding two or three times as much
controller. Some formaldyhyde was seen to have polymer- CO had no effect on the results.
ized ( the inlet to the flow meter, but not on the low- CO h ne eo the results.Without CO added, the semilogarithmic plot of the
pressure side. In experiments with CO scavenger to be de- decay of OH- intensity as a function of H 2CO (reaction
scribed below, the OH- decay vs measured H 2CO flow (1)] was distinctly nonlinear (Fig. 1). The nonlinearity
rate was distinctly exponential, implying (but not proving) stems from reactions (1)-(3) all occurring in the flow
negligible nonlinear flow problems. Furthermore, the ki- tube. Reaction rate constants for reactions (2) and (3)
netics data obtained with H2CO have been remarkably in- tube reati n te onst r rea tions (3
dependent of time, even in comparison with our 1983 effort were derived by fitting the observed decay to solutions of
using a capillary tube to determine the H2CO flow rate.' 4  rate equations governing these processes. The rate equa-

In earlier research at the National Oceanic and Atmo- tions and solutions2 are given below using time-dependent
spheric Administration, flow meter measurements of funcons and nua octtn B--He]

12 flow rates were estimated accurate to + 40%.19~ In + [H 3COifl, and neutral concentrations B =[He], andH2CO fRwrtswr siaedacrt o44%9I R [H 2CO]. Let k1 be the primary ion decay constant [re-

the present work, we consider the flow meter accuracy to action (1)], k 2 be the secondary rate constant [reaction

be the major uncertainty in the reaction rate coefficients, (2)], and k3 be the thermal decomposition rate constant

but estimate an overall uncertainty of + 35%. Ion signals (reaction (3)1. The rate equations are

of OH- or OD- and the various product ions were mon-

itored as a function of the formaldehyde flow rate. Nor- dX/dt=k 3BY-kiRX, (5a)
mally, reaction rate constants are derived from the expo- dY/dt=kRX--k2RY-k 3BY, (Sb)
nential decay of the primary ion intensity. In this case,
however, reaction (3) prevented a rate constant for reac- dZ/dt=-k2RY, (5c)
tion (1) from being measured in the standard manner since
thermal decomposition of H 30- reforms OH-. In order to and the solutions are
circumvent the thermal decomposition problem, we used a X= do/Ay ] [ (k2R+k 3B-y)exp( -yt)

scavenger reaction

H30 +CO-HOCO +H2 - (4) - (k 2R+k 3B-y 2)exp(-y 2t) ], (6a)

The rate constant for reaction (4) has been measured only Y= [IokR/Ay] [exp( -y 1t) -exp( -y 2t) 1, (6b)

at 93 K. At that temperature, the rate constant is 6.2 Z=I 0 -x-y, (6c)
X 1 0-t cm3 s- 1.2 The fast nature of the reaction meant
that we were able to add enough CO so that the scavenger where
reaction (4) for all practical purposes preempted thermal Ar= I(klR+k 2R+k 3B} 2-4R 2 (klk 2) 11/2, (7)
decomposition as a process destroying H 30- and therefore
prevented OH- from reforming. With CO added, we were yl = (1/2) (kR +k 2R + k3B- Ay), (8)

J. Chem. Phys., Voi. 100, No. 1. 1 January 1994
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y2-- (1/2) (kR+k2 R+k 3B+Ay). (9)

Note that A

AY= r2-- 1. (10) T t0 - . ....

In fitting the experimental data, we were careful to "
check that the total ion intensity was constant (1o) as the _8

H2CO flow rate was increased. Mass discrimination effects i ,- /
thus did not appear to be a problem over the small mass S
range involved in the experiment (17-47 amu).

Before settling on reaction (3) as the cause of the cur-
vature, we considered the possibility that H 30- could de- a

compose during sampling. Tests were carried out in which 0 1. . . . . .01 2 3

the sampling potentials were varied over wide ranges and D2CO concentrtion (10' 2cn, )

no change was observed in the shape of the OH- decay
curve. The data presented here were taken with extremely FIG. 2. Ion count rates for the reaction of 0D- with D 2CO in 0.4 Torr

low voltages on the sampling orifice plate and first sam- helium. The decay of 0D- intensity as a function of D 2CO flow rate

pling lens. These settings have been used in our laboratory (solid circles); D30- product (solid squares); secondary ions D3C0-
and D3CO2 summed (open squares). The solid lines are fits to the datapreviously to detect weakly bound cluster ions, and we tising F~q, (6). The reaction time was 2.6 ms.

are confident that the dissociation did not occur during
sampling.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION produce H 30- in the SIFT ion source, which might have
enabled a more direct measurement of k2 and k 3. Instead,

Figure I shows the semilogarithmic decay curves for the secondary rate constant k2 and thermal decomposition
the reaction of OH- with H2CO with and without CO rate constant k3 must be derived by fitting data with eval-
scavenger added. A fit to the data using Eq. (6) is also uations of Eq. (6). The value of the collisional rate con-
shown in the figure. For the case with CO added to the stant k2 can be calculated 22 from the polarizability (2.45
buffer, the semilogarithmic decay is linear and the least- X 10-24 cm3) (Ref. 23) and dipole moment (2.332 D)
squares line fits the data well, indicating that all H 30- (Ref. 24) of H 2CO. The result of this calculation is k2
reacted with CO before it had time to decompose. The =3.56xI0-9 and 3.41 x 0-9 cm 3 s-, respectively, for
OH- decay with no CO added is quite nonlinear and con- the nondeuterated and fully deuterated reactions; the po-
siderably weaker than when CO is added. The decay rate larizability and dipole moment are assumed to be the same
increases with increasing H 2CO flow so that the data plot for D2CO, so the difference in the two k2 values is solely a
has a downward bow. The bow shape can be explained mass effect. H30- has the structure of either H- clustered
thusly: At low H2CO flow rates, most of the H 30 - formed to H 20 (the ground state) or OH- clustered to H 2 (no
thermally decomposes back into OH-, but at larger H2CO more than 0.2 eV above the ground state), so both chan-
flows, reaction (2) begins to scavenge H 30-, i.e., H2CO nels of reaction (2) can be thought of as ligand exchange.
reacts with H 30-, competing with thermal decomposition. Most ligand exchange reactions are fast, and a first guess at
This competition causes the OH- decay rate to increase the rate constant for reaction (2) would be the collisional
since less reformation of OH- occurs. Finally, at very high value. If the collisional value for k2 is used in Eq. (6), the
H 2CO flows, the OH- decay approaches the decay rate we thermal decomposition rate constant k3 must be 1.6
observe when CO is added, since nearly all the H30- X10- 2 or I.1X10-1 2 cm 3 s- to achieve a fit to data for
formed reacts with H2CO before it thermally decomposes. the nondeuterated or fully deuterated reactions, respec-
A similar situation is found for the fully deuterated reac- tively. Data at 0.42 and 0.65 Torr He (see Fig. 1) yielded
tion (Fig. 2). the same value of k 3 . A total of nine data sets were ana-

When only one reactant is deuterated, e.g., OD- lyzed in this manner; five included product data and four
+ H 2CO, an important channel of the reaction is isotope did not. There are two caveats.
exchange,' 3',2 and the kinetics plots are very nearly linear (a) Trial fits showed that within certain bounds, the
since the main product, e.g., OH-, cannot reform OD-. OH- or OD- data could be fit by a wide range of values of
While the primary ion decay plot is not noticeably curved k2 and k3 as long as the ratio k 2/k 3 was approximately
(on a semilogarithmic scale), in this case, the apparent unchanged. Thus, should k2 happen to be half its colli-
rate coefficient is still slightly in error because the other sional value, the OH- or OD- data can be fit well using a
product ion, e.g., H2DO-, is present equally13 in two forms k3 value of about half the 1.6X10'- 2 or l.IXIG-' 2

HOD " H- and DOH -H-, one of which will thermally cm 3 s-1 figure given immediately above. However, if k 2 is
decompose to regenerate the primary ion. Thus, even in the taken to be lower than about 1 X 10-9 cm 3 s-1, the result-
mixed-isotopic case, the CO scavenger is needed to obtain ing OH- or OD- decay curve has the wrong shape and
a correct result. cannot fit the data regardless of the value of k3. The H 30-

The primary reaction rate constant k, can be measured (and D 30-) intensities also imply that k2 is indeed large
directly using the scavenger technique. We were unable to (next paragraph).

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 100, No. 1, 1 January 1994
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TABLE 1. Rate constants for reactions involving production and destruc- sional detachment rather than thermal detachment, i.e., it
tion of H3O -. The k, values are accurate to 35%. The k2 and kj values is a one-step process rather than a multistep statistical pro-
are good to within a factor of 2. cess. Detachment for this ion occurs even at temperatures

Reaction Rate constant (cm' s I) as low as 142 K, and activation energies are in the 100 meV

OH-+H 2CO-H,0 +CO k 1=7.6x10 'o range. In all likelihood, it is only the small size and high

OD-+D 2CO-•. 30 +CO k,=.7X. 10t vibrational frequency of this ion that allows it to be ob-
H-+D 2CO-OD-+HDCO(-50%) k=1=.3xl0 9~ served at room temperature at all.

-HD 20 +CM(-50%) H_0- has a much larger electron binding energy (1.5
OD-+H 2CO-OH +HDCO(-50%) k 1.3X5 10 eV) (Ref. 28) than NO-, and does not collisionally detach

-H 2DO- +CO( -50%) at room temperature. The dissociation energy' 1.12 of H30-
H 30-+H2 CO0-HCO-+H2O(-65%) k2 =3.56x 10- (into OH-+H 2 ) is 0.2 eV, which is still much greater

-H CO2 +H 2(-35%) (calculated
collisional value) than kT. The maximum rate of collisional dissociation that

D 30-+D2 CO-•.DCO +1D,O(-065%) k, = 3.41 X 10 can occur is given roughly as the collision rate constant
-DICO 2 +D( -•35%) (calculated times a Boltzmann factor. This yields a rate constant over

collisional value) an order of magnitude too small to explain the decompo-
H30- +He-OO- +H2+He k,=l.6X 10 12 sition observed here. Therefore, the mechanism for this
D30-+ He-0+D 2+ He k1 .1 x 10- decomposition must be thermal, i.e., the process is one

involving dissociation of the high energy portion of the

internal energy distribution of the ions. H30- has only six
(b) The H30- (or D 3 0) intensity is overestimated vibrational degrees of freedom. According to calcula-

by the collisional value of k2 and the corresponding "best tions,29 only two modes are low enough in frequency to
fit" k3, as shown in Fig. 2. The observed H30- (or D30-) have population in excess of 1% at 300 K.
intensity can be fit exactly only by increasing k2 beyond the Hierl et al.2 have studied the thermal dissociation of
calculated collisional value and increasing k3 by a similar CH 2CH -(H 20) and CH 2CN -(CH 3CN) as a function of
factor. This discrepancy in the product ion intensity, and temperature. For these two ions, it is the cluster bond that
the inability to determine k2 and k3 independently, leads us breaks. The bond strengths are on the order of 13-15 kcal
to expect that our k2 and k3 are accurate only at the factor- mol - 1. These ions are relatively large species with many
of-2 level, vibrational degrees of freedom, including low frequency

We should also note that the difference in the thermal modes. This allows for the energy to be pumped readily
dissociation rate constants for H30- and D30- k3 =1.6 into the molecule and for relatively large amounts of inter-
X 10- 2 and 1.1 X 10-1 2 cm 3 s- , respectively, is almost nal energy to be stored. Hierl et aL found activation ener-
entirely attributable, in the fitting process at least, to the gies of 0.22 and 0.35 eV, respectively, for the dissociation.
difference in the primary rate constants k1 = 7.6×X 10-0 These activation energies are considerably lower than the
and 5.7 x 10-10 cm 3 s', respectively, for the reactions bond strengths involved (0.55-0.65 eV). Activation ener-
OH -+ H2'O0 and OD -+ D2CO. If, for any reason, such gies lower than the relevant bond dissociation energies are
as different handling or heating of H2CO and D2CO sam- typical for thermal dissociations in the low pressure limit if
ples, the two primary rate coefficients ki are in fact closer the reverse association reaction is barrierless.30

in value than we measured, then the thermal rate constants French and Kebarle 7 have measured the decomposi-
k3 will likewise be closer in value. tion of C2H' into C2H" and H2 as a function of temper-

Table I lists the rate constants derived for reactions ature. They found an activation energy of 0.43 eV, which is
(1)-(3) for both hydrogenated and deuterated reactants. again considerably lower than the dissociation energy of
Product branching fractions given in the table are consid- 0.72 eV (17 kcal mol-' ). As with the CH 2CN - clusters
ered accurate to within ten percentage points, discussed above, the C2H" system has many internal de-

The most interesting result found here is that H30- grees of freedom to store large amounts of internal energy,
and D30- thermally decompose in a 300 K helium bath. which allows for the breaking of a bond of this strength
The second-order rate constant was found to be 1.6X 10- 2 even in a room-temperature buffer gas.
or 1.1 X 10- 12 cm 3 s-1, respectively, for H30- or D30- Meot-ner, Sieck, and Fieldl-6 have studied the thermal
decomposition, with an estimated uncertainty of a factor of decomposition of a number of organic positive ions at
2. These rate constants correspond to a decomposition for higher temperatures. The ions which were observed to de-
about every 2500 He collisiohs. At the pressures used in compose are protonated dimethoxyethane, bis(2-
our experiment, this corresponds to a lifetime on the order methoxyethyl) ether, tert-butyl methyl ether, ethanol, and
of 0.1 ms. This may be compared with the reaction time of diethyl ether as well as carbonium ions in the CT-Cl0
2.5 ms. range. Temperature, pressure, and collision gas were varied

We may compare the thermal dissociation of H30- for some of the decomposition reactions. Decomposition
with the few other decomposition systems studied to date. was seen only at elevated temperatures, - 500 K and
A related, but fundamentally different case, is found in the above. However, the bond strengths for many of these
thermal detachment of NO-.25,26 The electron is bound in compounds are larger (as strong as 1.4 eV) than those of
this system by only 0.026 eV,2 7 an energy comparable to the species discussed in paragraphs above. Activation en-
room temperature kT. This reaction is classed as colli- ergies for thermal decomposition of the organic positive

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 100, No. 1, 1 January 1994
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ionas were found to be smaller than the endothermicities. eter ion source discussed above is an example.

Smith et aL have also studied the quasithermal decompo- Furthermore, Kass has now shown that a flowing after-

sition of CH3CH2OH" in a drift tube. glow triple quadrupole can be used to study unimolecular
A recent set of experiments by McMahon and col- isomerization reactions.31

,3

leagues 9 has demonstrated the unimolecular dissociation of
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